Find the below greenmap icons on the map above to locate existing features that contribute toward a sustainable community as identified by youth from the Jefferson House summer program. The group further developed the greenmap “opportunity” icons to locate opportunities that they felt would contribute toward a more sustainable neighborhood.

green map icons:
- bird & wildlife watching
- special community garden
- green maps available here
- reuse site
- cultural site

opportunity icons:
- opportunity for recycling
- opportunity for park
- opportunity for path
- opportunity for recreation field
- opportunity for tree planting

how to use this map:
This green 'opportunity' map is the culmination of a collaboration between the City of Elizabeth's School District Summer Enrichment Program, Future City Inc., and Rutgers - The State University of New Jersey. Four youth-driven Green Mapping workshops generated ideas for potential open space improvements to the Jefferson House Neighborhood in the City of Elizabeth.

The participating students surveyed and identified existing conditions around the school where the workshops took place. Using the Green Mapping system as a framework, the students developed ideas for open space planning improvements in the neighborhood. Some of their visions for creating places for people to get together and to enhance existing features are illustrated below:

- **BENICES AND PLANTING IMPROVEMENT IDEA AT MARTIN LUTHER KING PARK**
- **IDEA FOR OUTDOOR CLASSROOM / AMPHITHEATER**
- **ELIZABETH RIVER WATERFRONT PARK**
- **IDEAS FOR LAND USE AT JEFFERSON HOUSE**
- **IMPROVEMENT IDEAS AT MARTIN LUTHER KING PARK**
- **OUTDOOR CAFETERIA & RECREATION**

**Who we are...**

- Michelle Dowan-McBean
- Sherwin Arencibia
- Darwin Arencibia
- Tome Correia
- Gina Rodriguez
- Karen Gregory
- Merci Elislaine Dos Santos
- Lianna Goodwin
- Tiffany Christophe
- Daniel Sgrizzi
- Felix Rios
- Peter Sanchez
- Johnnie Cruz
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